**BEACH SCAVenger Hunt**

Can you find them all?

- **Bay Scallop**
- **Slipper Shell**
- **Sea Weed**
- **Crab Claw**
- **Periwinkle**

**Bonus!**

Help keep the oceans clean! Collect trash and recyclables on your walk and bring them to the nearest bin.

- **Sea Glass**
- **Recyclable**

**Where to Go**

Visit falmouthma.gov/154/GPS-Coordinates-of-Falmouth-Beaches for addresses and GPS coordinates of nearby publicly accessible beaches.

Stony Beach is **within walking distance of the aquarium**: 38 Gosnold Road, Woods Hole, MA
Latitude: N 41.52875 Longitude: W 70.67458

**Share with Us**

Show us your findings on social media by tagging your posts with:

#WHSASCAVENGERHUNT

FACEBOOK: NOAAFisheriesNEMA
TWITTER: NOAAFish_NEFSC